
Protect and organize your games, music and data.
Big selection of media storage items, right around the corner at RadioShack.
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10 -pack of kick -out CD
and DVD cases
Protect your CDs/DVDs and get touch -
free disc ejection. Pliable plastic comes
in 5 different colors. #26-1637

Easy -to -use Neato
CD/DVD labeling kit
Includes software and 116 assorted
labels to organize and identify virtually
any type of media, including CDs/DVDs
and jewel cases. Patented applicator
accurately positions labels on discs
quickly and easily. #26-507

Matte white CD labels
100 -count Neato CD label refills for
Neato labeling kit (#26-507). #26-508

DVD/game CD cases
Economical protection for your movies
and games. Each case holds one DVD
and a booklet. Pack of 5. #26-523

32 -CD water-resistant
wallet with handle
Features padded interior, zippered front
compartment for earbuds and a top -
mounted handle. #42-273

Zippered nylon wallet
holds up to 32 CDs
Padded interior. Front zip -around closure.
#42-271

10 -pack of CD standard
jewel cases
Store and protect your CDs. Clear
tray. #25-1636
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Slim CD jewel cases in bright colors
Protect and store your CDs in half the space of standard
jewel cases. High -impact plastic. 5 colors.
25 -pack. #26-1638
50 -pack. #26-1639

CD/DVD envelopes
Loose discs lying around? Don't take a
chance on scratching them. Protect them
with these handy envelopes! Pack of 50.
#26-491

32 -disc water-resistant wallet
Stylish zippered nylon wallet with padded
interior and a carry strap. Durable all-
weather, easy -care material. #42-274

64-c isc water-resistant wallet
Water-resistant nylon case holds up to 64
CDs, DVDs or CD-ROMs. Padded interior,
convenient top handle. #42-276

Water-resistant travel case
Features padded interior, shoulder strap,
belt loop, and dual side zippers for
media compartment. A protected
opening provides access to your MP3 or
CD player's headphone jack. #42-272
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SHOP 3 WAYS!  In Store at 7000 Locations  Call Toll -Free 1 -800 -THE -SHACK®  Online at RadioShack.com


